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Abstract: In this paper, an order� which is subset of the natural order≤ of [0,1] is considered. A set denoted byK� containing
some elements which are comparable with respect to≤ but incomparable with respect to� is defined by using order�. Some useful
properties ofK� is investigated.
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1 Introduction

In mathematics, a partially ordered set (poset) formalize ordering, sequencing or arrangment of the elements of a set.

Simply, a poset is comprised of a set with a binary relation. The relation is called partially orders to express the fact that

not every element precedes the other. Because such a construction is more general, partial order is very effective for

algebra. One can easily argue that posets are very importantand they plays fundamental roles in many particular fields of

mathematics such as lattice theory [1,2,5], triangular norms [11], fuzzy logic and its applications [6,13].

Triangular norms (conorms) are binary operation, defined on[0,1] unit real interval at first, satisfies properties of

monotonicity, associativity, commutativity and neutral element. Therefore,([0,1],≤) is an useful poset for triangular

norms. When viewed from this aspect and having importance for information science in mind, It is quite natural that

many researchers have studied on t-norms and their properties [4,7,8,11,15]. On the other hand, the order� which is

sub-order of([0,1],≤) is noticeable topic for both t-norms (t-conorms) and order-theory [3].

In this study, we workedK� set and its some properties such as partition ofK� considering arbitrary sub-order of

([0,1],≤).

This paper proceeds as follows: first, in Section 1 we give thebasic definitions and notations. Secondly we investigate

some properties ofK�. If K� is nonempty, we show thatK� is infinite. Again ifK� is nonempty, then for anyx∈ Kx, we

proved that there exists a maximal interval containsx. After that, we show that every elements not comparable withthe

elements ofKx according to� are also inKx. With the help of these properties, we obtain a partition ofK�.

2 Preliminaries

Definition 1.[1] A partially ordered set or shortly poset P is a set in which a binary relation x≤ y is defined, which

satisfies following conditions for x,y,z:
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(i) For all x, x≤ x.

(ii) If x ≤ y and y≤ x, then x= y.

(iii) If x ≤ y and y≤ z, then x≤ z.

Furthermore, the binary relation≤ which has the above properties is called an order on P. A posetP with respect to order

≤ is denoted by the pair of(P,≤).

Definition 2. [1] A poset which satisfies the following condition is said to be ”simply” or ”totally” ordered and is called

a chain:

Given x and y, either x≤ y or y≤ x.

It is clear that every pair of elementsx,y of a posetP may not providex≤ yory≤ x. Such elements are called incomparable

elements. Dually, if the pair of elementsx,y of a posetP providesx ≤ y or y ≤ x, such elements are called comparable

elements. An upper bound of a subsetX of a posetP is an elementa∈ P containing everyx∈ X. The least upper bound

is an upper bound contained in every other upper bound; it is denotedl .u.b.X or SupX. By Definition1, SupXis unique

if it exists. The notations of lower bound ofX and greatest lower bound (g.l .b.X or In f X) of X are defined dually. Again

by Definition1, In f X is unique if it exists.

Definition 3. [1] A lattice is a poset P any two elements have a g.l .b. or “meet” denoted by x∧ y and, l.u.b. or “join”

denoted by x∨y. A lattice L is complete when each of its subsets X has a l.u.b. and a g.l .b. in L.

Definition 4. Let P be a poset with≤. If an order� provides the following condition, then� is called a subset of≤:

∀x,y∈ P, x� y⇒ x≤ y.

Let P be a poset with≤, � be a subset of≤ andX ⊆ P. We write
∨

X and
∧

X if we mean respectivelySupXandIn f X

with respect to≤ and we write
∨

�X and
∧

�X if we mean respectivelySupXandIn f X with respect to� (if they exist).

Let (L,≤) be a lattice and� be a subset of≤. We consider the following equality:

∨

τ
(x∧� yτ) = x∧� (

∨

τ
yτ)

for all {x,yτ | τ ∈ T} ⊆ L. We sign this property with∗− property. Also, hereafter≤ denotes natural order of[0,1]

and an order� denotes any subset of≤ in this work. It’s known that([0,1],≤) is a chain (also a lattice). If we assume

�6=≤, then at least there are two elementsx,y∈ [0,1] which are incomparable with respect to the order�. Hence, in this

situation the following set should be nonempty:

{x∈ [0,1]| for some y∈ [0,1], [x≤ y implies x� y] or [y≤ x implies y� x]}.

We will useK� symbol to denote this set.

3 Some properties ofK� set

Proposition 1.K� is an empty set if and only if([0,1],�) is a chain.

Proof.Let K� is an empty set. Then, for anyx∈ [0,1] we can’t findy∈ [0,1] provides[x≤ y implies x� y] or [y≤

x implies y� x]. So, for allx,y∈ [0,1] we havex� y or y� x. Conversely, if([0,1],�) is a chain,then for allx∈ [0,1],

there exists noy∈ [0,1] providesK� conditions. So,K� is an empty set.
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Remark.If K� is empty, note that�=≤ in Proposition1.

Proposition 2. If K� is a nonempty set, then there exists a subinterval of K� containing for any element x∈ K�, and so

K� is infinite.

Proof.Let K� be non-empty. Then,K� contains at least one member. Letx denote such an element. By the definition of

the setK�, there is an elementyx ∈ [0,1] such thatx≤ yx butx� yx, oryx ≤ x butyx � x. Without loss of generality, let us

assume thatx≤ yx but x� yx. Now, we shall show that[x,yx]⊆ K�. Suppose that[x,yx]* K�. Then, there is an element

c∈ [x,yx] such thatc 6∈ K�. So, it must bex� c andc� yx. By the transitivity of the order�, it is obtained thatx� yx, a

contradiction. Then, it must be[x,yx]⊆ K�. That means thatK� is infinite and[x,yx] is a subinterval ofK� containing the

elementx∈ K�.

Theorem 1.Let K� be nonempty set. For x∈ K�, there exists a maximal subinterval (the greatest subinterval) Kx of K�

such that x∈ Kx. Moreover, the family

M := {Kxi | Kxi , i ∈ I is a maximal subinterval of K�}

is a partition of K�, where the index set I is finite or countably infinite.

Proof.Let x∈ K� be arbitrary andAx be a set defined by

Ax := {K| K ⊆ K� is an subinterval such thatx∈ K}.

By Proposition2, Ax is non-empty. Also, it is clear that(Ax,⊆) is a poset. Let{K j | j ∈ J} be any chain of(Ax,⊆).

Then
⋃

j K j = K∗ is a subinterval ofK� i.e. K∗ ∈ Ax. Thus, by Zorn2s Lemma,Ax has a maximal element. Let us denote

by Kx such a maximal interval.

Let us show thatM is a partition ofK�. Again, by Proposition2, M is nonempty. LetKxi 6= Kxj for any i, j ∈ I . In this

case, it is clear thatKxi ∩Kxj = /0. Also it is clear that
⋃

i∈I Kxi = K�.

(Kxi )i∈I are the intervals and each of these intervals is nonempty andtherefore, contains some rational numbers, which

can be used as an index set of the corresponding interval. Consequently, the cardinality of the resulting index setI can

not exceed the cardinality of all rational numbers (in[0,1]), i.e, I must be a finite or countably infinite set.

Lemma 1.Let Kx ⊆ K� be the greatest subinterval of K� containing the element x. Then, every elements incomparable

with the elements of Kx according to� are also in Kx. Also, for any y∈ Kx, Kx = Ky.

Proof.For anyy∈ Kx, it is clear thatx∈ Kx ⊆ Ky. Sincex∈ Ky, it is clear thatKy ⊆ Kx. ThenKx = Ky.

Let y∈ Kx andky be an incomparable element withy according to�. By the definition, eithery< ky but y� ky or ky < y

butky � y. Lety< ky buty� ky. Suppose thatky 6∈ Kx = Ky. Then, there exists the greatest subintervalKky ⊆ K� such that

ky ∈ Kky. Therefore,Ky 6= Kky and in this case, it is clear thatKy∩Kky = /0. Then, there exist at least one an elementt /∈ K�

such thaty≤ t ≤ ky. By the definition ofK�, we havey� t � ky. This inequality impliesy� ky, a contradiction. It means

thatky ∈ Kx. Moreover, for anyy∈ Kx, it is clear thatKx = Ky.

Proposition 3.Let ([0,1],≤) provide∗− property and Kx ⊆ K� be the greatest interval containing the element x∈ Kx.

Then, Kx is a lower half-open interval.

Proof.Let Kx be not lower half-open interval. Then there is an elementc∈Kx such that for anyy∈ Kx, c≤ y. Sincec∈Kx,

there exists an elementxc not comparable withc. By Lemma1, xc ∈ Kx. Thus,c≤ xc andc� xc. There exists a sequence

(xn)n∈N, such that{xn|n∈ N}* K� andsupxn = c. Thus for everyn∈N, xn � xc. Then for someln ∈ [0,1],n∈ N,

xn = xc∧�ln
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Since([0,1],≤) provides∗− property, we have that

c=
∨

n

xn =
∨

n

(xc∧�ln) = xc∧�(
∨

n

ln).

Then it is obtained thatc� xc, a contradiction. SoKx is a lower half-open.

Proposition 4.Every element of K� is a derived point of K�.

Proof.Let x∈ K� be arbitrary and letU be any neighborhood ofx. Then for some 1/n> 0, B(x,1/n)⊆U . Sincex∈ K�,

there existsyx ∈ [0,1] such thatx ≤ yx implies x � yx or yx ≤ x implies yx � x. Let yx < x andε∗ := min{ε,1/n} for

ε := x− yx > 0. It follows B(x,ε∗) \ {x} ⊆ U \ {x} from B(x,ε∗) ⊆ B(x,1/n) ⊆U . By the proof of Proposition2, since

[yx,x] ⊆ K�, we obtain that[x− ε∗,x] ⊆ [yx,x] ⊆ K�. On the other hand, it is clear that[x− ε∗,x] ⊆ B(x,ε∗). Then, we

obtain that

U \ {x}∩K� 6= /0.

Thus,x is an derived point ofK�.

Theorem 2. Let {0,1} ⊆ B ⊆ [0,1] be an arbitrary set. If there exists a family((ui ,vi))i∈I of pairwise disjoint open

sub-intervals of[0,1] such that
⋃

i∈I

(ui ,vi)⊆ [0,1]\B⊆
⋃

i∈I

(ui,vi ],

where I is finite or countably infinite index set, then there isan order� which is subset of≤ such that B coincides with

the set of all comparable elements of[0,1] with respect to�.

Proof. Let B be a subset of[0,1] satisfying the given inequalities andI be a finite or countably infinite index set. Let

((ui ,vi))i∈I be a family of pairwise disjoint open subinterval of[0,1]. Then,[0,1] \B can be represented as a union of a

finite or countably infinite family of pairwise disjoint intervals (Bi)i∈I , where for eachi ∈ I , eitherBi = (ai ,bi) or Bi =

(ai ,bi ] for suitableai ,bi ∈ [0,1] and whereBi ∪B j is not an interval fori 6= j. Then, the function∗ : [0,1]× [0,1]→ [0,1]

defined by

x∗ y=

{

ai (x,y) ∈ Bi ×Bi,

min(x,y) otherwise,

is clearly a binary operation and the order defined by

x� y :⇔ for someℓ ∈ [0,1] : x= y∗ ℓ

is clearly a subset of≤ on [0,1]. Now, we will show that the set of incomparable elements of[0,1] with respect to�

coincides[0,1]\B.

Let considerK�, we shall prove thatK� = [0,1]\B. Let x∈ [0,1]\B. Then, for somei ∈ I , x∈ Bi . We claim that for any

y∈ Bi with x< y, it must bex� y. Suppose that for somey∈ Bi with x< y, x� y. Then, for someℓ ∈ [0,1], x= y∗ ℓ. If

ℓ ∈ Bi , it would bex = y∗ ℓ = ai 6∈ Bi , which is a contradiction. Sinceℓ 6∈ Bi , x = y∗ ℓ = min(y, ℓ). Sincex 6= y, x = ℓ

contradicts thatx∈ Bi . So, for anyy∈ Bi with x< y, it must bex� y. Then, it is obtained thatx∈ K�.

Conversely, letx∈ K�. Then, there is an elementy∈ [0,1] such thatx< y impliesx� y or y< x impliesy� x. Assume

that x < y but x � y. If for every i ∈ I , x 6∈ Bi , thenx∗ y = min(x,y) = x contradicts thatx � y. Then, for somei ∈ I ,

x ∈ Bi . Thus,x ∈
⋃

i∈I Bi = [0,1] \B. So, it is obtained thatK� = [0,1] \B. SinceB = [0,1] \K�, B is the set of all

comparable elements of[0,1] with respect to�.
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Theorem 3.Let{0,1} ⊆ B⊆ [0,1] be an arbitrary set. If([0,1],≤) provides∗− property and B coincides with the set of

all comparable elements of[0,1] with respect to�, then there exists a finite or countably infinite index set I and a family

((ui ,vi))i∈I of pairwise disjoint open subintervals of[0,1] such that

⋃

i∈I

(ui ,vi)⊆ [0,1]\B⊆
⋃

i∈I

(ui ,vi ].

Proof.By Theorem1, it is clear that there exists such an index setI . Let ([0,1],≤) be a�-supremum distributive lattice

andB coincides with the set of all comparable elements of[0,1] with respect to�. Thus,[0,1]\B= K�. By Theorem1,

there exists a partition ofK� such that for anyxi ∈ K�

{Kxi | Kxi , i ∈ I is a maximal subinterval ofK�}.

Since([0,1],≤) provides∗− property by Proposition3 for every i ∈ I , Kxi is a lower half-open interval. Thus, for

ui ,vi ∈ [0,1], i ∈ I , Kxi = (ui ,vi) or Kxi = (ui ,vi ]. Therefore, for anyi ∈ I

(ui ,vi)⊆ K� or (ui ,vi ]⊆ K�.

Then, clearly
⋃

i∈I

(ui,vi)⊆ K� = [0,1]\B⊆
⋃

i∈I

(ui ,vi ].

4 Conclusion

In this paper, the order� which is subset of natural order≤ on [0,1] is handled andK� set is defined using the order

�. In addition, some properties ofK� are investigated, in this manner, some results on the relation between� and≤ are

examined. On the other hand,Kx set which is greatest interval ofK� containing the elementx is defined and properties of

Kx, relationship betweenKx andK� are researched.
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